Creating an Article Level Link for OhioLINK EJC titles

If you have any problems, please contact Rienne Johnson, Reference Librarian, rjohnson1@neomed.edu, 330-325-6602.

Article Title: Electrophysiological correlates of perceiving and evaluating static and dynamic facial emotional expressions. Brain Research, v.1376 (2011); p.66-75

You may search NEOLINK for the desired title or go directly to OhioLINK / EJC to find the desired journal title to begin creating an article level link in AIMS. Either route takes you to the same destination... going through NEOLINK is much quicker. If you don’t find the title in NEOLINK, you’ll have to go through OhioLINK / EJC.

Using NEOLINK, search the title Brain Research.
Drill down through the menus of titles until you get to the actual record for Brain Research.

Click on the All OhioLINK library users and you will be directed directly to the title in the EJC.
You’ll be directed to the volume/issue index. Find the volume / issue in which the article appears.
Find the needed article and click on the title.
Use this URL for the permalink in AIMS.
If a student is off campus, he will need to authenticate through the OhioLINK authentication proxy. Once authentication is completed, the student will be directed to the ABSTRACT page and can continue by selecting PDF Full Text.

FORMAT OF EJC article level URL:
http://journals.ohiolink.edu/ejc/article.cgi?issn=0006-8993&issue=v1376inone_c&article=66_ecopaeasadfee.

To go directly through the EJC:

Accessing Brain Research directly through OhioLINK: Go to the OhioLINK EJC page and use the A-Z list to locate the title.
Follow the instructions above, starting at the volume/issue index.